The Institute of Polish Philology invites you to contribute to the Yearbook, whose concept is overall appointed by its name. We would like to extend the content of the journal by broadly defined humanist studies — a direction which is essential in both the development of the methodological strategies and the broadening of the context of the studies in the field of Polish philology. In the Yearbook we would like to publish the most recent findings — above all else we value originality and innovation. The scale of the forms of expressions that we offer is as wide as possible, although typical of the scholarly discourse: from in-depth analyses of single phenomena to brief syntheses, from first printings to reeditions, from reviews and reports to substantive corrections and polemics. We assume that each Yearbook will consist of co-authorship monographs, which will be enriched by content in regular columns.

All concerned authors are asked to send us the materials until November 31st to the addresses appointed in the bookmark: Sekretariat (kontakt)

Printing of the Yearbook: the end of the calendar year succeeding the deadline of the call for papers for the next yearbook.